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Area sales drop 0.8% in third quarter,  
down 3.1% through September 

Washington area auto sales continued their yearlong slide downward in the third quarter, 
dropping 0.8 percent in the quarter and 3.1 percent year-to-date through September. That does 
show improvement from the first half of 2018, when sales fell by 4.4 percent. Sales figures are 
from the latest R.L. Polk report, commissioned by WANADA (and available to view online as a 
member-only benefit). 
 
Nationally in the third quarter, sales edged up 0.5 percent. (U.S. sales data are from Automotive 
News.) One possible reason for the discrepancy is that U.S. new vehicle sales fell sharply during 
the Great Recession of 2007-09 and had a longer climb up than the Washington area. The vehicle 
sales market here has traditionally missed the big highs and steep lows of the rest of the country 
because of its more stable economy, based on the federal workforce. It’s possible that the wild 
volatility of the political scene and the reported low morale of federal employees have dampened 
their enthusiasm here for making a large purchase like a new vehicle.  
 
Area sales for the third quarter totaled 222,470 in metro Washington, with the most sales in 
August (28,380), followed by September (26,733) and July (26,212).  
 
The big news in the Washington area is that trucks continue to increase their share of sales in 
what historically has been a car-heavy market. That’s changing even on the region’s traffic-
choked roadways, as cheap gasoline entices consumers to gravitate toward bigger vehicles.  
 
Truck sales here rose 3.9 percent in the third quarter and a robust 8 percent through September. 
Light trucks – which include crossovers and SUVs – made up 60.3 percent of new-vehicle sales 
through September, up from 56.2 percent last year. Passenger car sales in our region fell 12 
percent through September.  
 
Washington area consumer demand for imports continues, with non-Detroit Three vehicles 
making up 72.7 percent of sales through September, the same as a year ago.  
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For the complete copy of the WANADA Area Report on third quarter Washington area new 
vehicle sales, click here and log in with your user name and password.   
 
Save the date! 
MADA/VADA/WANADA Reception set for Jan. 25 at NADA Show! 

 The MADA/VADA/WANADA 
Reception, always one of the highlights of the 
NADA Show, is set for Friday, Jan. 25 at the 
Terra Gallery in San Francisco. This stunning 
modern event space is at 511 Harrison St., San 
Francisco, just minutes from the Moscone 
Convention Center and many of the NADA 
hotels. The reception of the three associations is 
widely recognized to be one of the best parties at 
the NADA Show.   
 
The 2019 reception is generously supported by 
gold sponsors SunTrust and True Car, along with: 
Armatus Dealer Uplift; Charapp & Weiss LLP; 

Chesapeake Petroleum; Cox Automotive; Doyle Construction; JM&A Group; Midas Corp.; 
RWL/Rifkin Weiner Livingston LLC; and Vin Solutions.  
 
DARCARS hosts auto tech students at 355 Toyota 

DARCARS 355 Toyota recently 
hosted a group of auto technology students 
from Gaithersburg High School to give 
them a chance to see a dealership in 
action. The DARCARS dealership group 
has brought in students for dealership 
orientation tours for more than 10 years.  
 
“We are always looking for new ideas to 
engage with students during the field 
trips,” said Farzad Makarehchi, 
DARCARS’ corporate technical director. 
“In so doing, we provide the students with 
a better exposure to the automotive 
process.”  
 
In an effort to try something different this year, Makarehchi divided the 40 students on the tour 
into groups of seven or eight. The student groups interacted with technicians, parts personnel, 
and the service manager about their respective automotive careers, their different levels of 
experience, and how much they moved around for different jobs.              
 
“We told them there was going to be a contest with an online quiz at the end,” Makarehchi said. 
“The questions were multiple-choice, and the students answered using their cell phones. 
 

San Francisco offers an impressive cityscape for 
NADA Show attendees to explore. (Photo by Erondu 
via www.goodfreephotos.com.) 

Auto tech students with DARCARS’ Farzad Makarehchi and 
WANADA’s Joe Koch onsite at 355 Toyota.  

https://wanada.org/membership/polk-sales-data/
https://wanada.org/events/2019-nada-reception/
https://wanada.org/events/2019-nada-reception/
http://terrasf.com/
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“Our goal was to have them bond, communicate and ask questions,” he said. “The connection we 
made with the students was remarkable, making the overall experience a grand success.”   
 
Makarehchi said he was grateful to Montgomery County Public Schools for providing 
DARCARS the opportunity to host the students.  
 
Prepare for workplace immigration audits with I-9 self-audit 

The Trump administration is expected to increase the number of workplace Form I-9 
audits on immigrant workers, as it did in 2018. How can dealers prepare for a possible audit by 
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement?   
 
One way is to do a self-audit. A self-audit may help a dealer address problems before they are 
detected by ICE. With this in mind, ICE and the U.S. Department of Justice have issued joint 
guidance for employers conducting internal Form I-9 audits. It can be downloaded here.  
 
Thanks to Michael Charapp of Charapp & Weiss LLP, for this update.   
 
Why can’t OEMs do the right thing on stair steps? 
By Peter Welch, NADA President and CEO 
 

The proliferation of stair-step incentive programs – especially overly complicated and 
short-term programs that favor larger and urban dealers – continue to erode brand loyalty, brand 
value, residual values and the consumer experience.  
 
On paper, these programs are designed to stimulate targeted sales by lowering prices on specific 
vehicles. While these over-complex programs may temporarily boost sales, they’re a showroom 
disaster for consumers. By cutting prices for some customers, but, not all, these programs result 
in huge price discrepancies for consumers.  
 
Consumers see discrepancies for the same vehicles across different dealers, or at the same dealer 
at different times. They often see discounts applied to vehicles they don’t want but that can’t be 
applied to vehicles they do want. Worse, unfair stair-step programs aren’t transparent because, 
being manufacturer-to-dealer incentives, consumers simply don’t see them, don’t understand 
them, and view the results as stereotypical old-school shenanigans.  
 
Last year, NADA commissioned an independent examination of what the use of unfair stair-step 
incentive programs cause in the marketplace. The research concluded that these programs have 
severe unintended consequences for consumers and automakers. 
 
Among other things, the report found that “manufacturers who use stair-step programs 
aggressively risk damaging their brand in the long run and entering a death-spiral of declining 
demand that eventually no amount of discounting can profitably overcome.”  
 
For the full post, click here.  
 
 
 

https://www.justice.gov/crt/file/798276/download
https://blog.nada.org/2018/12/19/why-cant-some-oems-just-do-the-right-and-smart-thing/
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World War II Marine comes home after 74 years 
 
It’s a remarkable and very American story. A family with 

a service member missing in action is haunted with the matter 
being unsettled or unfinished. Rarely does the family get the 
fallen soldier’s remains returned decades later. But that’s exactly 
what happened to Gerry Murphy, former CEO of WANANDA, 
when his Uncle Richard’s remains were positively identified 74 
years later.   

 
Murphy’s uncle Richard, a Marine Corps war correspondent, went 
MIA at age 26 in 1944 at the Battle of Siapan in the Pacific during 
the U.S. conflict with Japan in World War II. Fellow Marine eye 
witnesses said StfSgt Richard J. Murphy, Jr. went missing, and 
presumably was killed, when the invasion force of which he was a 
part came under severe enemy fire as it approached the beach at 
Siapan. When the amphibious vehicle Richard was in became 
disabled and the troops abandoned ship, Richard stayed back to 
assist a wounded comrade; shortly thereafter, the craft, with Richard and the other man still on 
board, was shelled by the enemy and blown up. Neither man was ever seen again.  

 
Gerry Murphy said he, his sister and five cousins all felt 
as if they knew their Uncle Richard, though none had 
ever met him since he went MIA in the war before any of 
them were born. “We were all very proud of our Uncle 
Richard for the heroism he displayed, being killed in 
action as he attempted to help a fellow Marine,” said 
Murphy. “We felt Richard was part of the many family 
occasions we enjoyed over the years from the rich stories 
our parents and grandparents shared about him,” he said. 

 
What made it harder for the Murphy family when 
Richard was killed was that his remains were not 
recovered. But that all changed last year when the 
remains were recovered. With 21st Century technology 

and the dedicated collaboration of veteran advocacy groups from Japan and the U.S., Richard 
Murphy’s remains were positively identified, matching dental records with those of an unknown 
soldier interred in an MIA grave in the American Cemetery in Manilla, and later corroborated 
with DNA samples provided by Gerry Murphy and his cousins when the MIA remains were 
ultimately disinterred.  

 
“So there we were, getting Uncle Richard back at long last,” said Murphy. “And we did what any 
good family named Murphy would do: We had an Irish wake and full-fledged Catholic funeral 
for him.” And, indeed, a full-fledged funeral it was earlier this month, from the U.S. Marine 
Honor Guard, 21gun salute, and Taps to the bagpiper playing Amazing Grace on the hill 
overlooking the Murphy plot at Gate of Heaven Cemetery in Silver Spring, Md.  

  
“We buried Uncle Richard in the Murphy plot, next to his mother, my grandmother, Mollie, not 
far away from my folks, Mike and Marguerite,” said Gerry Murphy.   

StfSgt Richard J. Murphy, Jr., 
USMC 

USMC war correspondent Murphy with his 
typewriter in the field.  
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“I’m especially glad, too, that we got Dad’s ‘kid brother’ home after all these years,” said 
Murphy, reflecting on the strong bond he remembered his father, Mike, saying he had with 
brother Richard. And the final thought from Richard’s nephew, Gerry: “If I don’t go down in a 
plane crash or otherwise go missing, they’ll one day bury Jackie and me next to Uncle Richard, 
and that’s really cool.” 
 
WANADA member memoriam, 2018   
                                                                                                
 It is all together fitting at this time of year to remember those connected to the 
Washington area dealer community who have passed away in the last 12 months: 
 

• Warren Brown, automotive writer, The Washington Post  
• Joseph R. Koons, Koons Automotive   
• Thomas Mann, former WANADA staff member  
• Joe McCary, Photo Response, WANADA’s longtime photographer   

 

 
 
 

Happy New Year to all WANADA members and friends! 
 
 

Thought for the New Year 
 To laugh often and much… 
 To win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children... 
 To leave the world a better place...  
 To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived… 
 This is to have succeeded! 
     --Ralph Waldo Emerson  
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